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SECTION - A (1 012=20 M.rt6)
: Answer att queslions. Each qrlestion canies 2 marks :

1. What is exploratory research ?

2. What is measurement in research ?

3. What is hypothesis ?

4. What are variables ?

5. Whaf is researci design ?

6. What is simple random sampling ?

7. Whal is Type I enor ?

8. What is pilot survey ?

9. What is meant by citation ?

10. Writo about APA s.tyle ol referencing.

SECION-B (5x5=2i llarlte)

- Answer any five que$ions. Each question car es 5 marks :

1 1 . Distinguish cluster sampling and stratified sampling.

12. State the qualities ol a researcher.
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13. Distinguish qualitative and quantitative research.

14. Writ6 a note abod scaling techniqu e.

1 5. State how hypdrosis ar€ lormulated and t6st€d.

16. Exdain lhe step6 in devoloping research design.

'| 7. Eelain the steps in dralting research report.

18. Wdte about research ethics.

SECTION-C (a(l5eil)uuks)

Answer any two questions. Each queslion €aries 1 5 marks :

19. Explain research process.

20. Olscuss sampling methods.

21. Whal is interential statistics ? Explain any two tests each trom parametdc and
non-parametric lests.

22. What is plagiatism ? Discuss the problems and consequences rclating to
plagiarism. Also state the signillcance ol rel€rencing in lhe context of
plagiarism.
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ECTION-A

' Answer all questions. Each question carries 2 marks:

1. What is exploratory researci ?

2. What is measurement in research ?

3. What is hypothesis ?

4. What are variables ?

5. What is research design ?

6. What is simple random sampling ?

7. What is Type I enor ?

8. What is Pilot survey ?

L What is meant by citation ?

10. Write about APA style ol referencing.

SECTION - B

Answer any live questions. Ea;h question canies 5 marks :

11. Distinguish cluster sampling and stralilied sampling.

12. State ihe qualities ol a researcher.
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